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Frequently Asked Questions:
1. How much oil does my engine take?
Approximately 1 Quart of Generic 10W-30, avoid overfilling. Overfilling will cause your engine to smoke.

1.5. Will I benefit from Synthetic Oil?
Yes and No. The main advantage of Synthetic oil is that it does NOT break down as fast as conventional.
However, Our engines do not have oil filters and so any particles in the oil will stay suspended in it
instead of being caught by a filter. For this reason, we recommend changing the oil religiously with
conventional oil, instead of spending more for Synthetic and letting it sit in the engine longer.

2. What should I set my belt tension to?
Set your drive belt so that there is no slack in it. Do not tension it beyond this point or you may side-load
the engine. Starter belts should be tensioned slightly. Loose drive belts will cause dramatic losses in
horsepower, torque, and speed!

3. When does my warranty expire?
Your full warranty expires 90 Days from the date of delivery. Full Warranty means that we will repair or
replace the engine and assume responsibility for shipping both ways. In most cases, its fastest to send
out replacement parts if you are confident in doing the repair yourself.

4. My engine is popping/backfiring on deceleration, what do I do?
This is caused by a lean condition (not enough fuel) on your idle circuit. Our engines comes with
adjustable idle mixture screws on the carburetor. The screw is covered by a small black plastic square on
the side of the carburetor, next to the valve cover. Turn the screw Counter-Clockwise until the popping
goes away. You can also use this screw to make it easier to start the engine in the winter months.

5. How can I set up my choke?
Our engines SHOULD not need a choke if used with the factory starter/generator and pedal start. The
carburetors on our engine are adjustable and should be richened up to provide adequate fuel during
startup to eliminate the need for a choke. Read FAQ #4 above for more details.
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6. Do I need to install a return fuel line on my carburetor?
Only if you have fuel overflowing out of the carburetor. Due to the variances in fuel pumps, some pumps
may produce too much pressure and cause fuel to blow past the needle & seat and overflow the bowl.
This is the only circumstance which requires a fuel return. Putting a fuel return on an engine that is not
overflowing will end up starving the engine of fuel, causing a lean condition.
In some cases, an adjustable check valve on the pulse line accomplishes the same task and is much
simpler.

7. My engine runs for a small period of time and then losses power, how do I fix it?
This is a classic case of running the carburetors bowl dry, you should look at the fuel pump and the pulse
lines going to it. Make sure there are no vacuum leaks between the connections on the pulse isolator
and the fuel pump. Many times, the vacuum line doesn't fit tight enough to the pulse fitting on the
engine and this will cause a vacuum leak and erratic operation of your fuel pump. Likewise, if you have
an old/weak fuel pump, it may also cause this issue.

8. My engine starts when I press the gas pedal, but I cant get the engine to turn off on its own!
Simply back out the idle screw on the carburetor, there is a picture reference towards the end of this
instruction guide. If you've backed the idle out and the engine is still idling/dieseling, it means that you
have a vacuum leak somewhere between the carburetor and cylinder head (9 times out of 10 its your
pulse fitting). Check the pulse line from the engine to the fuel pump and ensure it is tight and leak free.
A loose vacuum line will draw in un-metered air.
This can be tested by spraying "brake-cleaner" or a similar flammable aerosol around the direct pulse
fitting area. If the engine rpm rises immediately after spraying, you have a vacuum leak and the aerosol
is being sucked into the engine.

9. My cart is not reaching the top speeds that it should!
Top speeds vary greatly with altitude, terrain, tire diameter, clutching, gearing, belt tension, and
carburetor tuning. A cart with factory 18" tires should be realizing top speeds of 36-38mph on 96-07
Yamaha 16-G22. Oversize tires (22"+) will usually add 5-6mph to those numbers.
To start, Make sure you have bypassed your factory axle governor and your throttle linkage goes directly
from your throttle box to the back of your engine. If this has been done, check to see if your carburetor
is opening completely when the gas pedal is at max travel.
Next, check to make sure your belt is tight. You want to remove the slack from the belt, but not put
tension on it. A loose belt will cause significant speed loss, but an increase in torque.
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Lastly, verify that your choke is NOT enabled. It may seem simple, but it happens to the best of us.
If you still aren't reaching the proper speeds, you probably have a fueling/engine tuning issue. The
fastest way to troubleshoot this is with a Tachometer. We have had good success with the Equus 8068
Tach. The cart should be seeing 6000RPM, if your engine is not reaching at least 6000RPM, you need to
look at your fuel mixture and adjust your carburetor accordingly.
10. My starter/gen wont turn over my engine OR my starter/gen will not charge my battery!
This is usually caused by lack of a proper ground path, make sure that you have a good ground from the
battery to the frame and starter/gen. Sometimes the factory grounding cable is worn or in bad shape, its
best to replace or re-make it if you are having intermittent starting or charging issues.
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It is highly recommended to take pictures of your engine bay prior to removing
the OEM engine and its components. This will save time if you ever need to
revert back to the stock setup.

If you currently have a “Torque Spring” or any spring with extra tension above
the OEM specs, installed in your rear (Secondary) drive clutch, you should
remove and replace with the factory spring before installing this kit. The extra
tension will delay shift out and limit the top speed of your cart. In some cases, it
can be as much as 10mph

Please read through the entire instructions prior to starting on your installation.
There are many ways to install our kit, depending on the current state of your
cart, you may be able to skip some steps or move some around.

NEVER START YOUR ENGINE WITHOUT THE DRIVE BELT INSTALLED! The outer
clutch sheave will slam into the inner sheave and damage your clutch. If you
want to test your engine or run it without a belt, you must first remove the
primary drive clutch.

Tools Required:
-
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(2) 14mm or 9/16” Wrenches (Open-End or Closed) or Socket & Ratchet
Drill with various drill bits including 3/8” & ¼”
Saw capable of cutting steel (Sawzall, Die Grinder, hacksaw, etc)
10mm Wrench or Socket & Ratchet
Blue Loctite or equivalent thread locker
High Temp Loctite or equivalent nickel based thread locker
Ft-lb Torque Wrench

Installing an engine OTHER than a VRX460?
If you purchased our installation kit and plan on using an engine from another
manufacturer, here are a few things you need to be aware of:

1.
There are approximately 50 different U.S. engine manufacturers who sell
390cc or 420cc clone engines. Likewise, many of these manufacturers make
changes to their engines from time to time. Therefore, we cannot guarantee
100% fitment compatibility with an engine other than our own. We do our
absolute best to make sure our kits are as universal as possible, however, due to
many factors out of our control, this is not always possible. We have successfully
tested the Harbor Freight 420cc Predators.

2.
In order for your clone engine to work properly in your cart, you will need
to remove the fuel tank, airbox, muffler and the electric starter with its associated
wiring/control box (in most cases). We can provide blockoff plates to block off the
open hole from where the starter used to be, at your request.

3.
By attaching the throttle directly to your governor arm, you are
circumventing the engine speed governor. Without proper modification, you can
over-rev your engine and cause major damage. Make sure you've installed 35lb
valve springs before running your engine over 4200rpm.
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Your Kits Includes:
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Raised Motor Mount w/(4) 3.25" Aluminum Spacers
Mount Hole relocation brackets (G22 & G29 Only)
Low Profile Airbox or Air filter w/Adapter
Starter Generator Bracket W/ Tensioner and ½” V Belt
Exhaust Header
1-3/16” Drive Belt
Muffler W/ Clamp
Hardware, Throttle Linkage and Return Fuel Packets.
780R Clutch – 1-3/16” w/Bolt, Machined Key & Washers
Billet Starter Pulley
Extended Starter Cable

1.

Remove all OEM motor mounts and old engine brackets.

2.
Remove all governor linkage and set the throttle cable that comes from the
pedal box aside. Leave shift and brake cables attached and push aside.

What engine cradle style do you have?
There are 2 styles of engine cradles on Yamaha carts that this instruction
guide covers. The below pictures illustrate both styles, the top picture marked
"A" is typically found in the 1996-2005.5 G16 through G22. The bottom picture
marked "B" is typically found in the 2005.5+ G22 and G29 "Drive" carts.
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3.
If your engine cradle looks like picture "A", drill out the (4) original
mounting holes to 3/8”(shown with arrows on picture "A")
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------3.1
If your engine cradle looks like picture "B", you will need to install the 2
relocation brackets(included in the kit) to the bottom of your engine cradle,
using the provided 3/8" hardware. These brackets provide 4 additional bolt
holes that are positioned identical to the engine cradle in picture "A".
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4.
There are (4) 3.25" x 1.5" aluminum spacers (included with your kit) that
are used to raise the engine up far enough to clear the axle. Align these spacers
with the 4 mounting holes on your engine cradle.

5.
Place the top mounting plate on the 4 aluminum spacers and line the
adjustment slots to the holes in the spacers. Insert the provided carriage bolts
down through the spacers and install the locknuts. Leave the nuts loose enough
to allow the plate to slide side to side.
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6.
Install the provided Starter/Gen tensioner directly to your engine using the
M10 Hex bolt provided, in the bolt hole pictured below. (Blue Loctite
Recommended)

If you are using your OEM clutch instead of our 780R Clutch, you should
have a Tapered Shaft Adapter. This adapter slides over the 1" output shaft on
your 460cc or GX390/Clone engine. You will need to align the clutch in the proper
position so the starter belt is straight. In many cases, you will have to trim the
excess crankshaft length along with drilling & tapping the bolt hole to fit the
larger size of your factory clutch bolt...Please refer to our Taper Adapter
Instructions for more details!
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7.
Slide the aluminum v-belt pulley onto your engines output shaft with the
side engraved "VEGASCARTS.COM" facing the engine and the un-engraved side
away from the engine. If the V-Pulley is installed backwards, your starter/gen
pulley will not line up and your belt will be crooked.

8.
Once your V-Pulley is installed, tap the machined drive key into your
crankshaft key slot and then into your V-Pulley using a small hammer. The
machined key has a radius profiled into it that matches the negative radius on the
output shaft. There is only ONE way to install this key and it should be selfexplanatory.
Try not to hit the key too hard as it will deform and make installing the
clutch more difficult.
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9.

Slide your clutch onto the output shaft after the V-Pulley and secure the
clutch using the provided 2 large washers and the 3/8-24 grade 8 (GOLD) bolt. ( It
is advised to use Anti-Seize lubricant on the outside of the crankshaft to make
future removal of the clutch easier.)

(Remember to Torque the 3/8-24 clutch bolt to 40 ft-lbs and
coat the threads with loctite.)

10.
The governor arm that protrudes above the transaxle will need to be cut
off or removed in order for the engine to be brought far enough back for the drive
belt to fit. In this photo you can see that we have trimmed it.
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11. Place the engine onto the engine mount and position it with the OHV Cover
towards the rear of the cart and the clutch facing the drivers side. Loosely install
the provided 3/8” x 2” carriage bolts, washers and lock nuts onto the engine
mount. It is easiest to install the rear bolts first, then slide the engine back to
install the front bolts.
Install the Starter/Gen bracket onto the engine as pictured. Fasten using
3/8” x 1” carriage bolts to the engine mount and 3/8” x 2” carriage bolts through
the crankcase casting and engine mount. Do not tighten yet!

12. Visually align the primary and secondary clutches, slide the provided
Starter/Gen belt over the clutch and onto your V-pulley.
13.
Install your drive belt onto your primary clutch and then your secondary
clutch. Make any necessary adjustments to get the belt as straight as possible.
Once the drive belt is straight on both clutches, tighten the 4 carriage bolts that
hold the engine mount in place.
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14. Once drive belt is installed, adjust your belt tension by sliding the engine
towards the front of the golf cart. You do not want any slack in the belt, likewise,
you don’t want to side-load the engine by over-tightening.
15. Double check your belt alignment and tighten the rear engine mounting
bolts. Leave the front bolts loose for now.
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16. In order to be able to use our Starter/Gen tensioner, you will need to
remove the OEM tensioner arm coming off of the Starter/Gen.
Re-install your OEM Starter/Gen and visually align your OEM Starter/Gen
pulley with the machined V-Pulley. Insert your OEM Starter/Gen bolt into the
provided bracket and thread the nut on finger tight.
Make any adjustments to the alignment of the pulleys at this time, using
the Starter/Gen bracket. Once you feel that the starter belt is straight and
parallel, you can tighten the (4) 3/8” bolts sandwiching the S/G bracket, engine,
and engine mount.
On some occasions, the Starter/Gen will have to be shimmed outward, this
can be accomplished using washers in between the starter generator and
provided starter generator bracket.
Now that your Starter/Gen is aligned with your V-Pulley, install the starter
belt onto your Starter/Generator and V-pulley.
You may need to trim the dipstick in order for the Starter/Gen to come
forward far enough to slide the belt onto its pulley. Or you can remove it
temporarily and re-install it when the belt is on.
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17. You must now install the 5/16” hardware for the tensioner. The tensioner is
slotted to allow you to adjust your belt tension, you must put pressure onto the
starter/gen to get the belt tight and simultaneously tighten the 5/16” lock nut on
the back of the tensioner.
If the belt is too loose, it will slip when trying to start your engine. There is
no need to over-tighten, but make sure it is snug.
Once your belt is properly aligned and tensioned, it’s time to tighten the
large starter/gen bolt. Make sure to use your original nut with the lock washer!
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18. The provided exhaust is mounted to the engine via (2) M8 Allen head bolts
with lock washers. It is also a good idea to use RED Loctite on these bolts so they
don’t back out. Tighten them liberally, there is nothing more annoying than an
exhaust leak. Make sure the exhaust gasket is installed before installing the
header.
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19. Install the 10mm retaining bolt for the support strap in the same method as
the flange bolts, make sure to use RED Loctite!
Headers are intentionally made longer than necessary to allow for different
exhaust setups, you may cut it down if you feel that it is sticking out too far.

20. Slide the muffler onto the end of your header and install the muffler clamp
over the muffler. Tighten both clamp bolts down tightly so the muffler doesnt
come loose.
Care must be taken to support your muffler from the side opposite where it
mounts to your header. We provide an extra spring with the kit that can be
hooked to the spare mounting flange of the muffler and attached to the rear axle.
If you do not support your muffler, it will break!
When supporting your walker, make sure it is braced or strapped to the
same range of motion of your header and engine, failure to mount it to the same
range of motion, will cause the header to flex when going over bumps and your
header will crack or break apart.
If you are unsure of how to properly support your muffler, we recommend
having a professional such as a muffler shop, install and brace it.
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21.

Air Filter or Air Box?

2005.5+ Yamaha G22 - G29 "Drive":
The performance air filter on the newer G22 and G29 hose clamps onto the
billet aluminum velocity stack that is provided with the kit. The velocity stack
slides onto the carburetor studs and is bolted down.

1996-2005.5 Yamaha G16 - G22:
The older G16 - G22 carts are limited on space and require the use of our
Low Profile airbox. The airbox installs directly to the carburetor studs as pictured.
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22. Since our kit relocates your Starter/Gen from the rear of the engine bay to
the very front, you will need to extend some wires to it.
Your kit comes with an extended battery cable for your Starter/Gen. Simply
unbolt the old battery cable from the starter solenoid and bolt in the new
extended one. The location of this cable may vary, on some older models it may
be in the passenger-side control box.



The large 4 Gauge cable (Battery positive) connects to F2 on the Starter/Gen.



The 16 Gauge wires (Green and Red) connects to DF on the Starter/Gen.



The Ground connects to A1 on the Starter/Gen.

On G22 and newer models, the Green and Red wire pair may not be long enough to
stretch the distance needed. In this case, you will need to extend them using extra wire, snips,
and butt connectors. Refer to the pictures below:
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23. Connect the small black wire coming from the top of the motor to the 16
gauge black wire coming from the Starter/Gen harness. This is a built-in ignition
kill that will stop the spark to the engine when your foot is released from the gas
pedal.
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When setting up your fuel system, make sure the vent screen on the fuel pump is
pointed upwards. You will need to plumb the fuel system based on the
information and picture below. All golf carts use the same style mechanical fuel
pump, but they dont all necessarily look the same.
(See RED ARROW)

Green Arrow represents the hose from the fuel pump to the gas tank.
Blue arrow represents the hose from the fuel pump to the carburetor.
Yellow Arrow represents the hose from the fuel pump to the pulse fitting on the
top of the engine in-between the carburetor and cylinder head.

(NOTE: It is Important the all lines fit tightly to their respective fittings, a loose
vacuum line from the pulse fitting on the engine can cause all sorts of fuel
delivery issues.)
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24. The Black plastic screw on the top of your carburetor controls your idle
speed. If you want your engine to turn off when you remove your foot from the
accelerator, you will need to back this screw out completely so it is not touching
the throttle blade lever.

The Plastic black square (YELLOW ARROW) can be removed and the screw
underneath it controls your idle fuel/air mixture. Turn Clockwise for less fuel. Turn
Counter-Clockwise for more fuel. You will need to adjust your carburetor based
on your elevation.

A popping noise on deceleration indicates a lean mixture (needs more fuel…turn
Counter-Clockwise)
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25. Before initial startup, make sure your throttle linkage moves freely and is
not binding to where the cart will drive off on its own. (We recommend jacking
the rear of your cart up off the ground as a safety precaution!)
Make sure you've disconnected all governor linkage going to and from the
rear axle. You want to run the throttle cable that comes out of your throttle box
directly to the new engine. Using the throttle linkage coming off of the rear
transaxle will cause all sorts of drivability issues.
Run your throttle cable through the provided throttle linkage bracket and
continue to the carburetor arm. Start by drilling a 1/4” hole approximately 1.5”
from the end of the arm.
You may have to drill multiple holes in the throttle arm to get your desired
throttle opening. Make sure that the carburetor opens fully when you press the
accelerator pedal down all the way. The closer the throttle cable is located to the
shaft coming out of the engine, the faster the carburetor will open.

You are now ready for initial startup and carburetor tuning. Make sure to warm the engine to full
operating temperature (15+ mins of idle or light cruise) before making any adjustments. We advise
watching for oil and air leaks while the engine is warming up.
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